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 in december 2013, big finish productions released an audio adaptation of. i knew i couldnt start this story until i finished the troughton story, but i wanted to hear this one in order because this one had the doctor and amy saving amy from being murdered in an asylum. it was a very moody, creepy story that i really enjoyed. i liked the music and the pacing was just right (slow at first, then faster and faster). and the beginning with the police telling the doctor about an escaped lunatic who says he can cure amy of madness is classic (and i loved it when the doctor said "you'd be surprised how often people believe that") and amy is a very strong and interesting character. i didnt feel that this was a fairytale story, but it was good to hear more about the characters after their marriage ended. 3.5 out of 4. i'm just now catching up to all the people
discussing and reviewing the lords of silence audio collection . a couple of good discussions come to mind. it was perfect for the time, with tom baker and a hilarious paul mcgann. i love that matt smith and david tennant are in the 6-disc set, but they're just 4 out of the 8 stories, so they're really part of one big story (if you think about it). i'm listening to the 6th disc right now and it's really solid with both 1:59 and 2:20 versions of the story available for listening. another review from the #24in48 update: i enjoyed this story as it gave a chance to re-visit the classic relationship between eleven and amy. this is a story about two characters trying to connect through dna. its a wonderful opportunity to hear tennant & smith’s wonderful chemistry.
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In other reading news, this week I finished listening to Under the Tuscan Sun on audio and posted my review here. Im still reading The Red Convertible: Selected and New Stories 1978-2008 by Louise Erdrich. Im really enjoying this collection. Maybe its because Im coming off of Brad Goochs biography about Flannery OConnor ( my review here
) but several of Erdrichs stories (particularly Knives which I read this morning, along with Destiny and The Little Book) seem to pay homage to FOC. Several (most all) of the stories are interconnected and have appeared elsewhere in Erdrichs work. I took College Boy back to Gettysburg last Sunday and my audiobook of choice for the solo
portion of the drive was the essay collection Let Me Tell You What I Mean by Joan Didion (Knopf, 2021). Overall, it was okay and worked well on audio because I didnt have to pay attention to every word (and it was exactly 4 hours, the length of the drive). These essays span from 1968 through 2000 and encompass a seemingly random

selection of topics: visiting San Simeon; writing (the best essays in this bunch, by far); not getting into ones preferred college; attending a Gamblers Anonymous meeting; visiting Nancy Reagan while Ronnie was Californias governor; Martha Stewart. They feel a bit dated and, honestly, I thought Id be more wowed by the writing. I give this 3
out of 5 stars. It was the reenactment of Cpl. John McClane of Die Hard fame that brought me back to the Doctor Who video game (which is why I wasnt posting this last week). In addition, I took College Boy back to Gettysburg last Sunday and my audiobook of choice for the solo portion of the drive was the essay collection Let Me Tell You

What I Mean by Joan Didion (Knopf, 2021). 5ec8ef588b
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